Institutional Distinctiveness
Training and Placement
The Institution has made a remarkable growth in placements in the last decade by a strong and
dynamic Training and Placement Cell. It is catering to the needs of industry by ensuring that the students
meet the desired skill set level.
The placement office support the Team of HR form the industry to conduct the pre-placement talk,
written test, Group Discussion and interview in effective manner. The placement cell takes effort in
guiding the students for their successful career. The institution has active MoUs & Centers of Excellence
with various industries. The institution is visited by various Multinational companies year after year for
placements and hence the college had a blistering placement record.
The process of training and placement begins from the first year where the students are oriented
about the requirements and expectations of the industry. The students are explained about different
streams of opportunities like IT service jobs, IT product jobs, and core engineering jobs. The students
are also explained about the training activities which will be planned for their batch like English,
Aptitude and Technical components. During the second year, the focus is on the development of the
proficiency in communicative skills (Both written and oral) and in the programming practices. As there
is plenty of opportunities that are available in IT and ITES streams, the students are given special
attention to refresh their computer programming skills. As this is an extensive activity, the students are
given training after the regular classes. The industry need programming areas like C programming,
OOPs, Data Structures, Algorithms, DBMS, Operating Systems and Networks are refreshed through
the training. A series of practice and assessment tests are conducted for both aptitude and programming
and the performance of the students are continuously monitored.
Steps in conducting a placement drive.
 The placement cell contacts various companies and invites them for the recruitment drive.
 The placement cell is approached by the companies in response to the invitation and the details
of the final year students are shared as per the requirement of the companies and the dates for
placement drive are finalised with mutual convenience.
 On the day of placement drive, the necessary arrangements for the pre-placement talk, written
test, online test, Group Discussion and Interview are arranged at campus.
 After various short listing stages, the students are finally interviewed and the list of shortlisted
candidates is shared with the placement cell. Then results are announced by the placement
office.

Year
2018-2019

Total Companies Visited Total offers
110

Highlight for the year 2018 - 2019
 80 On Campus Interviews
 30 Off Campus Interviews
 394 First Graduate Students secured Placements
 Highest Offer of 14 Lakhs p.a
 107 Offer above 4 Lakhs p.a
 520 Offer above 3 Lakhs p.a
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